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Woolsthorpe Wind Farm Community Engagement 

Committee 

Meeting date Friday 27 October 2023 

Meeting time and location 10.30 am, Woolsthorpe Hall 

 

 

1. Welcome 

 

2. Attendees   

  Cr Jim Doukas (Chair) 
 Terri Barnes, Community Representative 
 Simon Poynton, Community Representative 
 James Taylor - Development Manager, Enerfin 

 Katelyn Nash – Planner, KLM Spatial 

Vicki Askew-Thornton, Senior Energy Projects Liaison Officer, Moyne Shire (non-

member) 

3. Apologies 

 Glenn Britnell, Community Representative 
 John Murphy, Community Representative  
 
4. Declarations of interest 

Nil. 

 

5. Minutes of previous meeting 

Moved by Terri Barnes, seconded by Simon Poynton that the minutes of the CEC 
meeting held on 2 December 2022 be accepted.    CARRIED 

 

6. Business arising from previous Minutes 

E/ICA will follow up on: 
- How close can agricultural aviation contractors fly to the turbines and 

anemometers (masts)? 
As agreed, the following response was provided by E/ICA after the meeting: 
The aviation consultant has confirmed that there are no regulated requirements that 
ag pilots must observe. It is up to the individual pilot to practise a distance from 
obstacles that they believe is safe. The 'rule of thumb' understood to be used by ag 
pilots is twice the wingspan of the aircraft. Typical agricultural aircraft have a wing 
span of 15 m, therefore it would be suggested to maintain at least 30 m of separation 
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from obstacles. The project notes that a 150 m setback distance from the project 
boundary has been implemented for the siting of turbines and with blades 82 m in 
length, no part of any turbine will come within 68 m of the site boundary (more than 
double the rule of thumb distance). As for the permanent met mast, its tower sections 
will be painted in alternating colours (e.g. red and white, or the preferred safety 
colours of the day) and marker balls will be placed on the guy wires to ensure they 
are visible. 
As such, neighbouring properties should be able to be serviced by agricultural pilots 
unaffected. 
It may also be worth noting for local residents who might be concerned, that the wind 
conditions required for spraying/dusting need to be gentle, between 3 km/h and 15 
km/h. Our consultant advised that any faster and pilots will stop because the 
conditions will result in ineffective spreading of fertiliser (and can risk fertiliser being 
carried onto the wrong field or even a different property). The cut in wind speeds at 
which the turbines start to spin is 10.8 km/h (or 3 m/s), so spraying might be 
expected to occur most commonly when turbines are not turning.  

 
- What role did the existing mast played in the background noise testing and 

predictions? 
Where will any future masts be located, and will they create new points of 
reference for post construction noise monitoring? 
If so, will a new round of background noise measurements be required once 
any new masts are erected, before the wind farm is constructed? 
Response: The mast collects wind data which the noise consultant considered when 
preparing the pre-construction noise assessment that was submitted with the permit 
amendment application.  
The permanent met mast has not yet been installed. 
Both masts will record wind data in the first six months which will be compared. 
The turbines will also have wind monitoring equipment, but it won’t be used for the 
operational noise monitoring program. 
Once the micrositing is completed and the turbine layout finalised, the noise 
assessment report will be updated and resubmitted to the Department of Transport 
and Planning (DTP). 
James will provide the CEC with an electronic copy of the amended permit. Council 
can arrange to have some hard copies provided to Terri. 

 
7. Correspondence Incoming 

Date 
received 

Item Attachment 
Number 

20 October Woolsthorpe Wind Farm October 2023 newsletter   1 

Tabled at 
the meeting 

Site layout micrositing 2 

Tabled at 
the meeting 

Questions from Bruce Keen via Terri Barnes. 
Enerfin and Council took these questions on notice and 
will provide responses to the CEC. 
 

3 
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8. Correspondence Outgoing 

 Nil. 

9. Reports 

9.1     Project Update (Enerfin/ICA): 

 (Refer to October Newsletter - Attachment 1) 
- Condition 3(o) of the amended permit requires turbines 01, 05 and 07 to be 

micro-sited, where possible, by up to 100 metres to reduce the visual impact from 
viewpoint 7 (centre of town). This process is currently underway. (Refer to 
Attachment 2) 
Cr Doukas suggested that Condition 3(o) could have been included in the recent 
project newsletter. 

- Simon noted that Condition 5 about offsite landscaping is very important to the 
neighbours of the wind farm site. 

- Once micrositing is completed, the final turbine layout will need to be submitted to 
the Minister for endorsement. A range of other management and development 
plans will also need to be submitted to the Minister for endorsement, as listed in 
the amended permit. These are being progressed and this process may take 
around 6 months to complete. 

- Council asked that the project website be updated as soon as possible with a 
copy of the amended permit, and for any endorsed plans to also be placed on the 
website as they are received from the Minister. 
 

9.2 Community Representatives 

 

- Questions submitted by Terri Barnes for Bruce Keen (Attachment 3). 
Enerfin took these questions on notice and will provide responses to the CEC via 
email. 

 
- Simon asked about aviation lighting, and the colour of the towers. James 

responded that the permit does not require turbines to have aviation lighting. 
The towers will be pale grey or another pale colour. Simon put forward the future 
possibility of one of the towers being painted as a community-art type project. 
James noted that any change to turbine colour would need to be approved by the 
Minister. 

 
9.3 Council 

- Council and the Department of Transport will be consulted during the process of 
updating the Traffic Management Plan. 
 

10. General business 

- It was suggested that the CEC could travel along the route of the distribution line 
after the next meeting. 

 
11. Date of next CEC meeting: Friday 1 December, 10.30am at the Woolsthorpe Hotel 
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Confirmed this   …..… / ……………… / …..… 

Chair …………………………………. 

Minutes are to be registered in Moyne Shire’s electronic document management 

system by the committee reporting officer  

immediately following the Minutes’ confirmation and signing 
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Attachment 1: Project newsletter October 2023 
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Attachment 2: Site layout micrositing 
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Attachment 3: Questions submitted by Bruce Keen 

Questions to the Woolsthorpe Community Engagement Committee, 27th Oct 2023 as 

submitted by community members in response to the Woolsthorpe Wind Farm planning 

permit amendment . 

1. When do you expect to begin construction? 
 

2. How will the CEC communicate any important information or updates from the 
wind farm and its’ associated contractors or interested parties? Will the minutes 
be put on the WWF website as the last one is still 2019? That is not communicating 
with the community. Will the CEC be holding regular community meetings prior to 
their main meeting to receive community feedback? What will be the frequency of 
CEC meetings in the future? 

 
3. Will we as a concerned community receive a copy of the complaint investigation 

response plan before the commencement of any construction? Taking into account 
noise issues, traffic not adhering to the designated roads and TV reception issues 
etc. Will all contact details be put on the website for the broader community to 
access? Will the operator really try and help the community with these issues or 
play us as has been done throughout this process. 
 

4. Would the wind farm be willing to turn off the turbines during a funeral service at 
the Woolsthorpe Cemetery as a sign of respect as is shown by the Murra Warra 
wind farm 25 ks north of Horsham, Victoria? A funeral was attended at the Sailors 
Home Cemetery on 31st July 2023 at 1300hrs by several Woolsthorpe locals. It was 
noted the 99 turbines were turning before the service and for the hour of the 
service they stopped being a distraction and were silent. Not one was turning. 
Many people commented on this sign of respect. 
 

5. A resident of officer’s Lane spoke of not being informed about the upgrade of the 
transmission lines on their lane overlooking their home. What are you going to do 
about their ignorance they have to this change in their landscape? 

 
6. The community would like the transmission lines put underground, as 

recommended by the Black Saturday Royal Commission? The turbine heights, as 
well as Hawkesdale turbines are enough on our communities’ landscape. What is 
the role of Vic Grid for our situation and are Enerfin in contact with them? 

 
7. Does Enerfin/wind farm honestly believe the landscape mitigation programme is 

satisfactory and the answer to wind farm neighbours for the encroachment on 
their visual landscape?  We will all then live happily ever after???? So as in the 
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permit, will neighbours receive visual material/plans of what will be an option for 
them before they accept the offer of landscaping? If the landscaping is taken up by 
a neighbour does that mean they accept the encroachment of the wind farm in 
their environment? 

 
8. If a neighbour does not take up the landscape mitigation programme (even though 

it’s voluntary) will this be held against them when it may come to a dispute? We 
do not trust you. 

 
9. Does a community member have to sign a document waiving all rights to any 

complaint in the future if they take up an option of any type of compensation or 
landscape mitigation from Enerfin/ windfarm? 

 
10. There is talk of several turbines being micro sighted to allow a view from Nicholson 

St to improve. We as a community would like to see photo montagues and discuss 
it before this is accepted. This is our landscape we will be looking at for the next 30 
years.  

 
11.  This question is for The Moyne Shire and the Warrnambool City Council. 

Following the article on The Standard Newspaper website dated 21st Oct 2023 
“Approval of wind farm blindsides” by Ben Silvestor.  

What are you going to do to defend our community after this obvious disregard for the 
residents of the Woolsthorpe and the surrounding communities? 
 
12.   Monique Patterson from The Standard Newspaper  has a heading “Wind farm 

proponent hits back at criticism” on 26/10/23 
The proponent states “No technical safety concerns were raised at hearings”. 
- “Casa advises that the proposed WWF as presented, would have an 
unacceptable effect on the safety of existing and future air transport operations 
at Warrnambool Airport.”  Page 68 of the Planning Panel Report. Minimum Safe 
Altitude Agreements. Evidence and Submissions. 
Why can’t the proponent be honest and transparent in their communications to 
the community as per the above Standard article. Is the CASA submission not a 
technical safety concern? 
 

13.    Will the proponents’ expert, Tom Evans’ evidence be adhered to; to revaluate 
the noise levels for the turbines once they have been chosen, as per his statement 
page 59 in the Panel Hearing Report. Noise Assessment and Impacts. Evidence and 
submissions. “As is normal practice, he considered the noise levels should be 
reassessed once the turbine type and layout has been confirmed.” 
Will the community be advised on this development? 
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14.  Who is legally accountable and answerable for the final approval of the noise 
limits and their projections and monitoring there of? 
 

15.   Would the proponent be willing to pass on the specifications of the chosen 
turbine for the community to have it independently assessed? 

 
16.  What has the proponent had to compromise on in this whole process for the 

betterment of the community?  
The way we see it is that none of our community concerns have been considered 
in real terms. 
 

17.  What is to become of the Woolsthorpe community benefit fund?  
Is the Moyne Shire attempting to utilise these funds for other than Woolsthorpe’s 
benefit? 
 

18. Who monitors the numbers and species of dead birds/bats etc and how often?  
How and when is this reported? Is it via the WWF website or information passed 
onto the community through the CEC. Or does it never see the light of day? 
 

19.  What will the turbine have to suppress a fire in the event of one beginning during 
its’ lifespan? 
 

20.  It may be public knowledge but will the wind farm financiers be put on the WWF 
website for the community to see? 

Just so the committee is under no illusions about the approval of the amendment and the 
building of this wind farm on our landscape.  
Many many people in the community are devastated by the complete intrusion and 
negative impact these turbines are going to have on our lives and daily outlook on our 
landscape. Just take a look at the few Hawkesdale turbines already built. We have been 
told the cumulative effect will be insignificant. How will the 36 combined turbines look to 
us here in Woolsthorpe?  
We believe our town and district will suffer in the long run with negative implications 
slowly but surely taking hold.  
The wind farm and its’ supporters do not understand and I guess care as they do not live 
next to a wind farm and an overseas company has no interest in being a fair citizen as 
there is money to be made from our suffering. No community benefit fund will 
compensate us for this. 
If this is our future, god help us.   
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Attachment 4: Neighbor agreement payment model 

 


